Supplementary Figure S4 . Stability of age-mgm regarding edge cutoff.
To assess the dependence of our results on the chosen edge cutoff, we compared measures of node centrality and cluster assignments for networks inferred with varying edge inclusion cutoffs (0.2; 0.4; 0.6; 0.8 (= original cutoff); 1.0) as well as weighted network measures. (A) Node degrees and (B) clustering coefficients correlate well between the different networks despite their very different sizes (e.g. 969 edges in network with cutoff 0.2 (= very loose cutoff) compared to 185 edges when using cutoff 1.0 (= very stringent cutoff)). (C) The adjusted RAND index, which assesses the similarity of module assignments (with a RAND index of 1.0 indicating identity between module assignments and low values indicating dissimilarity between assignments), is above 0.4 for all edge inclusion cutoffs.
Thus, comparing the adjusted RAND indices of the networks for the different edge cutoffs with the background distribution of 1000 randomly sampled module assignments yielding indices around 0.0 illustrates the stability of our network inference approach against various choices for edge cutoffs. To assess the stability of the age-mgm, we additionally inferred two separate models, twin 1 only and twin 2 only, from two disjoint subsets of our data, each of them containing one member of each twin pair. (A) Illustration of the age-mgm showing only edges that are exclusive to the model based on the combined dataset (green), the twin 1 only (orange) or the twin 2 only (purple) models, respectively. With only 21 edges being unique to the original model the network can be considered stable between the datasets. (B) Distribution of the 21 unique edges in the original model across the portion of graphs that contained the edge in the network inference procedure for twin 1 only (orange) and twin 2 only (purple) models. The edges that are unique to the original model are contained in the majority of subsamples from the twin 1 and twin 2 datasets (78% on average) and, thus, just missed the edge inclusion cutoff of 80% in most cases. The twin 1 only and twin 2 only models are available as graphml files in the Supplementary Dataset 1.
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Supplementary Table S1 . Full list of omics markers used for the age-mgm.
Degree and clustering coefficients were calculated from the entire model, while the betweenness was calculated for the giant component of the age-mgm only. 
